GX@Cloud:
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The world is how we shape it

GX@Cloud: flexible, efficient, reliable
Just a few years ago, cloud solutions were sneered at, today they
have become the norm. Almost every company today has a cloud
strategy. On-premises architectures and legacy IT are in decline. For
good reason: Cloud solutions such as Microsoft Office 365 and SAP
S4/HANA Cloud take load off companies’ IT resources, in-house
data centres become obsolete. This enables companies to be more
innovative and to work faster.

With GX@Cloud, Sopra Steria makes GAS-X and ENER-GX available
in the cloud.
In the cloud era, companies aim for modern IT infrastructure that
is flexible, efficient and reliable at the same time. This involves
considerable effort. We can help you with that. Sopra Steria’s
GX@Cloud solutions tackle all three of those goals. We take care of
all operational tasks for infrastructure, applications and the whole
service management.

Your benefit: The overall responsibility for software and operation
is in one hand – that of the manufacturer. Take advantage of the
flexibility of the cloud, paying only for the resources you actually
need. Enjoy the services provided by us, without having to provide
your own valuable personnel. Fixed costs become variable costs.
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Using a cloud infrastructure has significant advantages over an
on-premises architecture.

High availability

Short-notice scalability

_ Increase of the already high availability
with features such as load balancing
and auto scaling – at low cost
_ Distributed availability of the cloud
infrastructure as an option (supraregional or within a region)
_ Use of several data centres to increase
reliability in case of an emergency

Increased flexibility

_ Vertical and horizontal scaling with
cloud technology

_ Quick implementation of temporary
systems

_ Auto scaling (resources are added
depending on the load)

_ Fixed-term test systems
_ Quick and flexible implementation of
project systems

_ Elastic Load Balancing (load is
distributed within a cluster)

Cost-effective: Only pay for the service you currently need.

Our contribution

Classic system operation

Let Sopra Steria manage your system to
take load off or replace your company’s
IT infrastructure.
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Reliable services for cloud migration
Sopra Steria migrates on-premises installations to GX@Cloud –
with proven methods. These include:
_ Analysis of the required resources and storage sizes

_ Migration to new database technology (if required)

_ Coordination of the service processes

_ Parameterisation and fixing of scaling capabilities within the cloud

_ Provision of necessary or acquisition of proprietary licenses

_ Coordination of service request catalogue

_ Rebuild of the necessary systems and services in the public cloud

_ Coupling of ticket systems (if required)

_ Connection to networks, network segments, VPNs

_ Coordinated test

_ Transfer of the data stocks and databases

_ Transfer (“cutover”) of service to Sopra Steria

The future lies
in the
GX@Cloud platform

Managed cloud service

AI service

App and App Gateway
Testing platform

Software as a Service

Portal

Service certificates
Sopra Steria and Amazon Web Services (AWS) have all necessary certifications:
_ PS 951/ISAE 3402 Type 1 certificate for the internal control system regarding IT service management
_ ISO 20000 certificate of conformity for selected IT service management processes
_ ISO 27001 certification of the information security management system
_ ISO 27017 certification of the code of practice for information security controls for cloud computing
_ ISO 27018 certification of the code of practice for the protection of personal data in the cloud
_ C5 certificate of the BSI (Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue)

Flexible

Efficient

End-to-end

Scalable

Certified

About Sopra Steria
As a leading European management and technology consulting company with 46,000 employees in 25 countries, Sopra Steria supports its
clients in driving the digital transformation and achieving concrete and sustainable results. Sopra Steria offers comprehensive end-to-end
solutions including consulting, digitalisation and software development that make large companies and government agencies more competitive
and efficient – based on in-depth industry expertise, innovative technologies and a collaborative approach. The company puts people at the
centre of its activities to take advantage of the vast potential of digital technologies and creating a positive future for its customers.
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